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ABSTRACT Salting-out of proteins was discov-
ered in the nineteenth century and is widely used
for protein separation and crystallization. It is gen-
erally believed that salting-out occurs because at
high concentrations salts and the protein compete
for solvation water. Debye and Kirkwood suggested
ideas for explaining salting-out (Debeye and Mac-
Aulay, Physik Z; 1925;131:22–29; Kirkwood, In: Pro-
teins, amino acids and peptides as ions and dipolar
ions. New York: Reinhold; 1943. p 586–622). How-
ever, a quantitative theory has not been developed,
and such a theory is presented here. It is built on
Kirkwood’s idea that a salt ion has a repulsive
interaction with an image charge inside a low dielec-
tric cavity. Explicit treatment is given for the effect
of other salt ions on the interaction between a salt
ion and its image charge. When combined with the
Debye-Hückel effect of salts on the solvation energy
of protein charges (i.e., salting-in), the characteris-
tic curve of protein solubility versus salt concentra-
tion is obtained. The theory yields a direct link
between the salting-out effect and surface tension
and is able to provide rationalizations for the effects
of salt on the folding stability of several proteins.
Proteins 2005;61:69–78. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

In the nineteenth century it was discovered that various
salts at high concentrations could precipitate proteins.1

This salting-out effect has since been found to be a very
general phenomenon, occurring not only on proteins but
also on amino acids and even simple gas molecules.2,3 A
systematic study of salts on the solubility of hemoglobin
was done by Green,4,5 whose data are reproduced in Figure
1. These data show three characteristics: (1) an increase in
solubility at low salt concentrations; (2) a decrease in
solubility at high salt concentrations, with a linear slope;
(3) the salting-out slope has a distinct order with respect to
different types of salts, which is now known as the
Hofmeister series. It is generally accepted that character-
istic (1) arises from the Debye-Hückel effect on the solva-
tion energy of the protein charges. However, the situations
with characteristics (2) and (3) are much murkier.6

Hofmeister1 suggested that salting-out was due to dehydra-

tion of the protein by the added salt. This concept was
reinforced by Debye and MacAulay7 in arguing that the
salt ions would attract the highly polar water molecules.
Kirkwood8 approached the salting-out problem on a
sounder statistical mechanical basis. He too considered
the interaction of a salt ion with the solvent and recognized
that, when a salt ion is near a less polar protein molecule,
an image charge is induced and a repulsive interaction
between the salt ion and its image charge arises. Here we
develop Kirkwood’s idea further into a theory that qualita-
tively explains characteristics (1) and (2).

Kirkwood made calculations for the interaction of a salt
ion with its image charge inside a low-dielectric spherical
cavity. The model, shown in Figure 2(a), is closely related
to one Kirkwood9 and later Tanford and Kirkwood10 used
for calculating the solvation energy of protein charges. The
major difference is that a protein charge is located inside
the low-dielectric cavity, therefore interaction with its
image charge in the solvent is attractive, whereas a salt
ion is located in the high-dielectric solvent, thus interac-
tion with its image charge in the cavity is repulsive. This
unfavorable interaction energy is
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where R is the radius of the low-dielectric cavity, εp and εs

are the low and high dielectric constants, and ei and ri are
the charge and the radial distance of the salt ion. When
other salt ions are present, the interaction energy will be
strongly affected. An initial treatment of this effect, based
on the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation and
valid at low salt concentrations, has been presented previ-
ously.11 Here extension to arbitrary salt concentrations is
made through the use of the nonlinear PB equation. Such
an extension is important because salting-out is mostly
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manifested at high salt concentrations. It should be noted
that the PB equation is a mean field model with limita-
tions such as the neglect of ion–ion correlations.

As is well known, the characteristics of salt effects on
protein solubility are also seen on a wide range of other
phenomena.12 One such phenomenon is the increase in
water–air surface tension by added salts. Onsager and
Samaris,13 following earlier work by Wagner,14 explained
the increase in surface tension, ��, as the result of
depletion of salt ions near the water-air interface, due to
the repulsion between the salt ions and their image
charges. �� increases almost linearly with salt concentra-
tion. Here the use of the nonlinear PB equation is shown to
improve predictions of surface-tension increase.

For a macromolecule with fixed charges embedded in-
side, the effects of mobile salt ions in the solvent can be
formally divided into two contributions [Fig. 2(b)]. The
first contribution is the work, wout (for salting-out), to
charge up the salt ions while the macromolecule is totally
discharged. The second contribution is the work, �win (for
salting-in), to charge up the macromolecule in the pres-
ence of the fully charged salt ions. The salt ions change the
chemical potential of the macromolecule, relative to the
situation where no salt ions are present in the solvent, by

�� � wout � �win (2)

�win is negative because salt ions increase the magnitudes
of the image charges of protein charges and thus strengthen
their favorable interactions. This term accounts for the
initial rise in protein solubility (i.e., salting-in). wout is
positive due to the repulsive interactions between salt ions
and their image charges. The close connection between
surface-tension increase and the “salting-out” work will be
shown to be captured by an approximate relation,

wout � ���� kBT	
0�A (3)

where kBT is the product of the Boltzmann constant and
the absolute temperature, 	 is the mean diameter of the
salt ions, 
0 is the salt concentration, and A is the surface
area of the macromolecule. As the salt concentration
increases, the magnitude of wout increases more rapidly
than that of �win, leading to salting-out. It should be noted
that there are also salts, notably those of iodide and
thiocyanate (SCN�), that exhibit salting-in behavior at
high concentrations.3,15 The physical origin of this salt-
ing-in effect is distinct from that for �win in Equation 2,
and has been suggested to be some unknown “chaotropic”
(i.e., water structure breaking) effect or favorable interac-
tions with peptide groups. This second type of salting-in is
outside the scope of the present theory.

At high concentrations, many salts are found to stabilize
proteins, again with exceptions such as SCN� 16–19 The

Fig. 1. Dependence of the solubility of horse carbonmonoxy hemoglobin on concentrations of seven salts.
Lines are drawn to guide the eye through the data points, which are taken from Green.4,5
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stabilization is reminiscent of the salting-out effect. In-
deed, as a protein molecule unfolds, the surface area and
therefore the salting-out work increase, shifting the fold-
ing equilibrium toward the native state. Previously we
compared the differential effects of salt on a mesophilic
cold shock protein and its thermophilic counterpart.20 As
the salting-out work is expected to be nearly identical for
the two homologous proteins, the differential effects of salt
were explained by the salting-in work. When the salting-
out work is now added to previously calculated results for
salting-in, the sum is found to reproduce well experimen-
tal data17 for the salt dependences of both cold shock
proteins.

THEORETICAL MODELS AND METHODS
Electrostatic Potential of a Single Salt Ion

The electrostatic potential, at position r, of a salt ion
modeled as a point charge ei located at ri satisfies the
Poisson equation

� � ε�i0�r�ri���4�ei��r � ri� (4)

where ε � εs in the solvent and εp in the low-dielectric
cavity. The boundary conditions are that i0(r�ri) and the
normal component of ε�i0(r�ri) are continuous across the
surface of the cavity. In the solvent one may write

i0�r�ri��
es

εi�r � ri�
� �i0�r�ri� (5a)

where the second term represents the potential due to the
image charge inside the low-dielectric cavity. For a spheri-
cal cavity with radius R, it is simple to find that
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where � is the angle between r and ri and Pl(x) are
Legendre polynomials. The energy of interaction between
the salt ion and its image charge is calculated as

ui0�ri�� ei�i0�ri�ri�/2 (6)

and the result is given in Equation 1. Note that ri is always
located in the solvent. If on account of an ion exclusion
radius the closest approach radius increases from R to Ri,
then ri� Ri.

Effect of Other Salt Ions on the Electrostatic
Potential

When other salt ions are present, each will contribute an
analogous term i�0(r�ri�). If the density of species i� salt
ions around a fixed salt ion i is 
i�(r�ri), then the total
electrostatic potential is

i�r�ri�� i0�r�ri�� �
i�
� d3r�i�0�r�r��
i��r��ri� (7)

To make progress, one has to know the salt ion density

i�(r�ri). Here we will make the Debye-Hückel approxima-
tion:


i��r�ri�� 
i�0exp���ei�i�r�ri�� for r � Ri� and �r � ri� � 	ii�

(8a)

� 0 elsewhere (8b)

where � � (kBT)�1 and 
i�0 is the bulk concentration of
species i�. Note that salt ions are not allowed to approach
beyond 	ii�, the distance of closest approach between salt
ion i and species i�. For simplicity, all salt ions in the
solvent will be assumed to have the same exclusion radius.
The exclusion diameter will be simply denoted as 	, and
the radius inside which salt ions are excluded will be
denoted as Ri (�R�	/2). With Equation 4, it can be easily

Fig. 2. Models for understanding the effects of protein charges and
salt ions. a: A protein charge (shaded red), located in the low-dielectric
cavity, induces an opposite image charge in the solvent and thus an
attractive interaction (indicated by two approaching arrows). A salt ion
(shaded blue), located in the high-dielectric solvent, induces a like image
charge and thus a repulsive interaction (indicated by receding arrows). b:
Electrostatic contributions to the chemical potential of a macromolecule
(gray region at center) in the absence (upper horizontal arrow) and
presence (vertical arrow followed by lower horizontal arrow) of salt ions.
The vertical arrow gives wout, while the difference between the two
horizontal arrows gives �win (� win

1 � win
0 ). Note that salt ions in the

solvent (shaded light blue) rearrange after the lower horizontal arrow.
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shown that i(r�ri) satisfies the nonlinear Poisson-Boltz-
mann equation

� � ε�i�r�ri���4�ei��r � ri�� 4� �
i�

ei�
i��r�ri� (9)

Note that there are three distinct regions: in both r � R
and R� r� Ri the source terms on the right-hand side are
absent, but ε � εp in the former and εs in the latter; in r �
Ri the source terms are present and ε � εs. At the
boundaries r � R and r � Ri, i(r�ri) and the normal
component of ε�i(r�ri) satisfy continuity conditions. We
emphasize again that, for the present calculation, salt ion i
is assumed to be fixed whereas all other salt ions are
assumed to be mobile.

If the Boltzmann distribution in Equation 8(a) is ex-
panded, and terms up to the first order are retained and
assumed to be applicable even when �r � ri� � 	, then one
obtains the linearized PB equation:

� � ε�iL�r�ri���4�ei��r � ri�� εs�
2M�r�iL�r�ri� (10)

where the electrostatic potential is now denoted asiL(r�ri),
M(r) is a “masking” function that is 1 for r � Ri and 0
otherwise, and � is the Debye-Hückel screening parameter
given by

�2 � 4�� �
i�


i�0ei�
2/εs (11)

The linearized PB equation can be solved analytically. The
result can be expressed as

iL�r�ri�� eig�r�ri�

For r� Ri one has
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where

Ll � 1 � l � lεp/εs (12d)

Yl � �1 � εp/εs�l�R/Ri�
2l�1 (12e)

Ml � Ll � �Ll � Yl��Rikl�1/2��Ri�/�2l � 1�kl�1/2��Ri�

(12f)

and il�1/2(x) and kl�1/2(x) are modified spherical Bessel
functions.

The nonlinear PB equation has to be solved numerically.
Here we chose to find i(r�ri) by iterating an implicit
equation starting from iL(r�ri). The desired implicit equa-
tion, for r� Ri, is

i�r�ri�� iL�r�ri��� d3r�g�r�r��

� ���
i�

ei�
i��r��ri�� �εs�
2/4��M�r��i�r��ri�� (13)

Details of the solution are given in the Supplementary
Online Material.

Work of Charging up a Fixed Salt Ion

When the linearized PB equation is used, the work for
charging up the fixed salt ion i at ri is

uiL�ri�� ei
2g1�ri�ri�/2 (14)

When Ri 3 R, Equation 14 reduces to a result derived
previously.11 With the nonlinear PB equation, one has to
use a more general expression for the work, which can be
derived through a charging process. It has been shown
that three different processes lead to the same result for
the work of charging up a fixed charge distribution.21 The
result for the fixed salt ion i is21,22

ui�ri�� ei�i�ri�ri�/2 ��
�r�ri��	

d3rM�r�	kBT �
i�


i�0�1

� e��ei�i�r�ri��� i�r�ri� �
i�

ei�
i�0e��ei�i�r�ri�/2
 (15)

where a prime indicates that an infinite term leading to
the self-energy of the salt ion has been subtracted. The
charging process of later interest is one in which the
charges on both the fixed salt ion and all other salt ions are
increased from zero to their respective full values. The
other salt ions will redistribute in response to the charging
process. The work expanded when all the charges are only
a fraction � of their full values will be denoted as ui(ri;�).
The result in Equation 15 corresponds to � � 1.

One may interpret ui(ri) as the potential of mean force of
the fixed salt ion. The sign of ui(ri) will be positive because
of the repulsive interaction with its image charge, while its
magnitude will decrease with increasing ri. One thus
expects a depletion of salt ions near the surface of the
low-dielectric cavity. The mean density of species i salt
ions at ri (� Ri) is given by

�i�ri�� 
i0exp���ui�ri�� (16)

It is understood that any nonzero value of ui(ri) at infinite
separation is to be subtracted from ui(ri), so ui(�)3 0.

Throughout this work, unless otherwise indicated, εp

was taken to be 4, and εs was assigned the value of the
dielectric constant of water at the appropriate tempera-
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ture (which is 78.5 at 25°C and 63.7 at 70°C). Though high
salt concentrations are known to decrease the bulk dielec-
tric constant of aqueous solutions,23 given the depletion of
salt ions near the macromolecular surface, the exact value
of the dielectric constant there is uncertain. Such complica-
tions are avoided in this study.

Work of Charging Up the Equilibrium Distribution
of All Salt Ions

Consider again the process in which the charges on all
salt ions are increased from zero to their respective full
values. This time each salt ion is allowed to redistribute.
Let us look at an intermediate step during this charging
process, at which the charge of species i is �ei. When the
charge is further increased by d�ei for each species, the
additional work for charging up a salt ion that is of species
i and located at r is d��ui(r;�)/��.

Considering that the density of species i ions at r is
�i(r;�), the total work for charging up all salt ions in an
equilibrium distribution is

wout ��
0

1
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i
� d3r�i�r;��

�ui�r;��
��

��
0

1
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i
� d3r
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�ui�r;��
��

� kBT �
i


i0 � d3rM�r��1 � e��ui�r�� (17)

Note that the sum in Equation 17 is the total deficit of salt
ions around the low-dielectric cavity.

Work of Charging Up the Macromolecule: Spherical
Boundary

The electrostatic potential �(r) originated from a fixed
charge distribution inside the macromolecule,


p�r�� �
j

qj��r � rj� (18a)

satisfies the PB equation
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p�r�� 4� �
i

ei
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where the density of the salt ions is
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i0M�r�exp���ei��r�� (18c)

The work for charging up the macromolecule is21,22
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i
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where a prime signifies elimination of the self-energy. The
quantity �win appearing in Equation 2 is the difference

between Equation 19 and its counterpart when salt ions
are absent.

When the PB equation is linearized, the potential is
given by9,10
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for r � R, where �j is the angle between r and rj and Xl �
�Rikl�1/2(�Ri)/kl�1/2(�Ri). Note that the first two terms
give the result in the absence of salt ions and the last term
gives the contribution of the salt ions to �L(r). The work for
charging up the macromolecule becomes

win;L � �
j

qj��L�rj�/2 (21)

The solution for r � Ri will become useful shortly, which
can be written as

�L�r�� �
j

qjh�r�rj� (22a)
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Solution for �(r) was obtained by iteration starting from
�L(r). The appropriate implicit equation is

��r�� �L�r��� d3r�g�r�r��

� ���
i

ei
i�r��� �εs�
2/4��M�r����r��� (23)

For r � Ri, �L(r) is given by Equation 22(a) and g(r|r�) is
given by Equation 12(a). Once �(r) is obtained by iteration
for r � Ri, it can be used in Equation 23 to calculate its
values for r � R. In that region �L(r) is given by Equation
20 and g(r|r�) is the same as h(r�|r), which is given by
Equation 22(b). Details of the solution are given in the
Supplementary Online Material.

Work of Charging Up the Macromolecule: Arbitrary
Boundary

It was shown previously that the values of win calculated
by the nonlinear and linearized PB equations were not
significantly different.21 The reason is that, given the large
difference between εs and εp, the influences on the poten-
tial �(r) inside the macromolecule as modeled by the two
versions of PB equation are comparable. The nonlinear
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version slightly increases the magnitudes of the image
charges of protein charges, making the first term in
Equation 19 somewhat more negative. However, even this
small change in the first term is partially offset by the
addition of the second term in Equation 19, which is
always positive. The solution of the nonlinear PB equation
for a spherical macromolecule via Equation 23 allows for
further comparison of the results for �win calculated by
the two versions of PB equation.

For realistic modeling of the salting-in work, the linear-
ized PB equation with the actual shape and charge distri-
bution of horse carbonmonoxy hemoglobin was solved
numerically by the UHBD program.24 The protocol follows
our previous studies.20 On the PDB entry 1g0b25 hydrogen
atoms were added and energy minimized by the CHARMM
force field.26 CHARMM charges were assigned to proteins
atoms. Around the pH (� 6.6) where the solubility was
found to be minimal and its salt dependences were mea-
sured,4,5 hemoglobin has a net charge close to zero (with 58
Asp and Glu residues balanced by 58 Lys and Arg residues,
but with some of the 28 His residues at least partially
charged). The boundary of the low dielectric cavity was
taken as the outer van der Waals surface of the protein
molecule. Any voids inside the outer van der Waals surface
were assigned the low dielectric constant. The electrostatic
potential �L(r) was calculated first on a 100 � 100 � 100
grid with a 1.5-Å spacing and then on a 140 � 140 � 140
grid with a 0.5-Å spacing.

In our previous work,20 results of win;L for two cold shock
proteins using their actual shapes and charge distribu-
tions were calculated. These are used here to predict the
total effect of salts on the folding stability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Potential of Mean Force of a Salt Ion Around a Low-
Dielectric Cavity

Figure 3(a) shows the potential of mean force, ui(ri), of a
salt ion in a 1 M 1:1 salt with an exclusion diameter of 4 Å
outside a 16-Å spherical cavity at 25°C. The value of ui(ri)
is � 0.4 kBT at contact and extends about 6 Å. In compari-
son, the potential of mean force, uiL(ri), calculated by the
linearized PB equation has a slightly higher contact value
(� 0.5 kBT) but decays more rapidly.

Determinants of wout

The integration of 1� exp[��ui(ri)] gives the salting-out
work wout (Equation 17). For the case shown in Figure 3(a),
wout is 3.06 kBT. If the linearized PB were used, wout would
be underestimated by � 21%. The underestimate grows
with salt concentration.

The value of wout shows a nearly linear increase with
salt concentration 
0, except at low 
0. Overall, the salt
dependence can be fitted to [Fig. 3(b)]

�wout � a
0
1/2 � b
0 (24)

For the 1:1 salt with 	 � 4-Å outside a 16-Å spherical
cavity, the fitting parameters are a � 1.04 and b � 2.00
when the salt concentration is in moles (�wout is dimension-
less). Reducing the exclusion diameter of the 1:1 salt

results in an increase in wout. At 	 � 3 Å, the fitting
parameters become a � 1.28 and b � 1.94. From the
results at 	 � 3 and 4 Å, one may obtain values of wout at
other exclusion diameters by interpolation or extrapola-
tion. In particular, the interpolated fitting parameters for
	 � 3.5 Å are a � 1.16 and b � 1.97. At a higher
temperature, the dielectric constant of water decreases,
leading to an increase in wout. At 70°C, the interpolated
fitting parameters for 	 � 3.5 Å rise to a � 1.22 and b �
2.01. Later, KCl and NaCl will be modeled as 1:1 salts with
exclusion diameters of 4 and 3.5 Å, respectively.

Fig. 3. a: The potential of mean force of an ion in a 1:1 salt with 	 � 4
Å at 1 M. The cavity radius is 16 Å. b: The dependence of the salting-out
work on salt concentration for the 1:1 salt with 	 � 4 Å. The curve is a fit
according to Equation 24.
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As may be expected, wout increases with the charge ei on
the salt ions. For a hypothetical 31/2:31/2 salt with 	 � 4 Å,
which mimics a 1:2 salt such as Na2SO4, the fitting
parameters become a � 1.33 and b � 5.12 at 25°C. The
value of wout increases linearly with the surface area of the
low-dielectric cavity.

Magnitude of �win: Modest Difference Between
Nonlinear and Linearized PB

In a previous study, it was found that the nonlinear and
linearized PB equations do not predict significantly differ-
ent results in �win for typical proteins.21 This finding is
confirmed in the present work for spherical macromol-
ecules. For example, for a macromolecule with a 16-Å
radius in a 0.1 M 1:1 salt at 25°C, when 25 positive unit
charges and 24 negative unit charges are randomly distrib-
uted on a interior shell 2 Å from the surface, �win is�2.32
kBT according to the nonlinear PB equation and�2.17 kBT
according to the linearized equation. When there are 40
unit positive charges and 30 unit negative charges, �win

becomes�16.9 kBT and�15.6 kBT, respectively, according
to the two versions of PB equation. Increasing the ionic
strength further reduces the relative difference between
the two calculations of �win.

The modest difference between the nonlinear and linear-
ized PB estimates of �win is in contrast to what is found for
wout. The disparity can be attributed to the fact that
the source for �win, i.e., the protein charges, resides in the
low-dielectric cavity, whereas the source for wout, i.e., the
salt ions, resides in the high-dielectric solvent. For the re-
sults presented below, �win was obtained by solving the
linearized PB equation with the actual shapes and charge
distributions of particular proteins.

Effects of Different Salts on the Solubility of
Hemoglobin

When the solution phase and crystalline phase of a
protein come to equilibrium, the protein concentration in
the solution is the solubility. The solubilities in the pres-
ence and absence of salt ions, S and S0, respectively, are
related to the change in chemical potential of the protein,
�� of Equation 2, via

�kBT ln�S/S0�� ��� wout � �win (25)

which assumes that the chemical potential in the crystal-
line phase is not affected by salts.27 In applying Equation
25, wout for a particular protein was obtained by scaling
the result for a 16-Å cavity with an adjustable effective
radius Reff:

wout � wout�16 Å��Reff/16�2 (26)

but �win was calculated through the linearized PB equa-
tion using the actual protein shape and charge distribu-
tion.

Figure 4 shows the calculated changes in hemoglobin
solubility by three salts: NaCl, KCl, and Na2SO4. To avoid
complications due to small errors caused by using the
linearized PB equation for calculating �win (see above)
and possible salt ion binding to the protein,18 only results

at salt concentrations higher than 0.1 M are presented.
Qualitative agreement with the experimental data of
Green4,5 is obtained for all the three salts when the
effective radius Reff is taken as 23.2 Å.

Surface-Tension Increases by Different Salts

The low-dielectric cavity is equivalent to an air bubble.
When the radius R 3 �, the surface of the cavity become
an infinite flat air-water interface. Technically it is more
appropriate to assign a dielectric constant of 1 to air.
However, as Onsager and Samaris13 noted, the depen-
dence of the salting-out work has only a weak dependence
on εp (due to the large εs/εp ratio). Indeed Onsager and
Samaris carried out their calculations specifically for εp �
0, for which the mathematics is significantly simplified.
Calculations here with the spherical cavity also confirmed
the very weak dependence of wout on εp.

Qualitatively, the positive potentials of mean force of
salt ions around the low-dielectric cavity lead to a deficit
around the cavity (Equation 17). This deficit in turn
results in an increase in surface tension. If the total deficit
of salt ions per unit surface area is �, then the surface
tension � can be determined from28

d� � �d�i (27)

where �i is the mean chemical potential of the salt ions.
Neglecting the contribution of the activity coefficient of
salt ions, one has

�i � kBT ln 
0 (28)

Integrating Equation 27, one obtains for the surface-
tension increase

�� � kBT �
0


0

��/
0�d
0 (29)

Equation 17 gives the deficit of salt ions for r� Ri� R�
	/2. It should be noted that salt ions are completely
excluded between R and Ri. This salt-free layer also
contributes to the deficit of salt ions. The contribution of
the salt-free layer has been widely invoked.29�32 The
deficit of salt ions per unit area due to the salt-free layer
amounts to 	
0. Together with Equation 17, one has

� � 	
0 � �wout/A (30)

where A� 4�R2 is the surface area of the spherical cavity.
Note that since �wout increases linearly with A, the ratio
�wout/A is independent of the size of the cavity. For
concreteness, calculations of �� were made using the
results for the 16-Å cavity. With the salt dependence of
�wout given in Equation 24, one obtains

�� � kBT�	
0 � �2a
0
1/2 � b
0�/A� (31a)

� kBT�	
0 � �wout/A� (31b)

Rearrangement of Equation 31(b) leads to the result given
in Equation 3.
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Using the values of the fitting parameters a and b listed
earlier, the surface-tension increases are found to be 1.42,
1.51, and 1.99 dynes/cm, respectively, at 1 M solutions of
NaCl, KCl, and Na2SO4. The corresponding experimental
data are 1.6–2.1, 1.6–1.9, and 2.9–3.0 dynes/cm.33,34 The
present study improves the work of Onsager and Sa-
maris13 in two respects: (1) the salt-free layer is explicitly
taken into consideration; (2) the nonlinear PB equation
instead of the linerized version is used. The first improve-
ment was also made in the recent work of Ohshima and
Matsubara.32 The use of the nonplinear PB equation here
moves electrostatic theories of surface tension one step
further. The remaining discrepancy with experimental
data perhaps can be attributed to lost dispersion interac-
tions suffered by salt ions when they are near the air-
water interface (in bulk solution each salt ion is sur-
rounded by the solvent in all directions; not so when it is
near the interface).35

Effects of NaCl on the Stabilities of Cold Shock
Proteins

When a protein is unfolded by denaturation, salt ions
will affect the native and denatured states differently,
resulting in a shift in the folding equilibrium. The change
in free energy in one mole of protein molecules by salt ions
in either the native or denatured state is

�G� � ��� � wout
� � �win

� (32)

where the superscript � � N for the native and D for the
denatured states. The second term,�win

�, has been specifi-
cally studied in previous work.20 In the native state,  in

N is
the difference in the work of charging up a folded protein
molecule in the presence and absence of salt ions. The
denatured state has been modeled as individually solvated
residues plus residual electrostatic interactions between
charged residues:20,36

�win
D � ��win (residue) � ��win (interaction) (33)

Only charged residues are included in the calculation of
�win

D . For calculating win(residue), a charged residue is
carved from the folded molecule and solvated. The residual
interaction energy, win(interaction), between two charged
residues in the denatured state, is calculated as the
average of the Debye-Hückel interaction potential be-
tween two point charges,

�win(interaction) �
qjqj�

εsrjj�
e��rjj� (34)

over a Gaussian distribution for the residue-residue dis-
tance rjj�.

Results of �win
N and �win

D for a pair of cold shock proteins,
Bc-Csp and Bs-CspB, have been presented in our previous
study.20 These two proteins differ in only 11 of 66 posi-
tions, with Bc-CspB also having an extra residue at the C
terminal. The net charges at pH 7 are very different, �2e

Fig. 4. Solubility of hemoglobin calculated according to Equation 25. �win was calculated by numerically
solving the linearized PB equation with the actual shape and charge distribution of hemoglobin. wout was
obtained from the result for a 16-Å cavity by scaling according to Equation 26, with Reff� 23.2 Å. NaCl and KCl
were modeled as 1:1 salts with exclusion diameters of 3.5 and 4 Å, respectively; Na2SO4 was modeled as a
symmetric salt with charges ! 31/2e and an exclusion diameter of 4 Å. The results at 0.1 M salts were used as
reference. Experimental data are as shown in Figure 1.
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for Bc-Csp and �6e for Bs-CspB. It was assumed that the
salting-out contribution

�Gout � wout
D � wout

N

to the unfolding free energy is identical for the two
homologous proteins. The differential effects of NaCl on
the unfolding free energies of the two proteins, measured
by Perl and Schmid,17 were rationalized by the salting-in
contribution

��Gin � �win
D � �win

N

A main cause for the differential effects of NaCl on the
folding stabilities was attributed to the difference in net
charges.20,37

The �Gout term can now be calculated. For this purpose,
the folded molecule is modeled as a cavity with an effective
radius Reff and wout

N is evaluated according to Equation 26.
For the denatured state, each residue (charged or neutral)
is modeled as a small cavity, with an effective radius reff.
The total salting-out work in the denatured state is

wout
D � nreswout�16 Å��reff /16�2 (35)

where nres is the number of residues in the protein. With
Reff � 11.5 Å and reff � 2.4 Å, it is possible to reproduce
well the experimental salt dependences of the unfolding
free energies of both cold shock proteins (Fig. 5). Since the
denatured state has a larger surface area (nresreff

2 � Reff
2 ),

the salting-out work favors the native state and ultimately
leads to its stabilization. A similar calculation with Reff �
16 Å and reff � 2.4 Å has been found to reproduce
experimental data for the effect of KCl on the stability of
the 107-residue FK506 binding protein.38

CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an electrostatic theory for the inter-
actions of macromolecules with salt ions. Salt ions are

found to have two opposing effects on the chemical poten-
tial of the macromolecule. A salting-in effect arises be-
cause salt ions strengthen the favorable interactions be-
tween macromolecular charges with the solvent. A salting-
out effect arises because salt ions induce repulsive
interactions with image charges inside the low-dielectric
macromolecular cavity. Two kinds of experimental data
are analyzed: protein solubility and stability. Rationaliza-
tions are provided in both cases. A direct link between
salting-out and surface-tension increase is also obtained.

Do interactions other than the electrostatic type consid-
ered here also play important roles? In considering surface-
tension increase by salt ions, lost dispersion interactions
near air-water interface have been implicated. However,
around a macromolecular surface, lost dispersion interac-
tions with solvent are replaced by gained dispersion
interactions with the macromolecule. Thus to a crude
approximation the loss and gain cancel each other and
there is no net effect from dispersion interactions. How-
ever, the cancellation may not be complete and there could
be subtle effects from dispersion interactions. These subtle
effects may well be specific to each ion species and there-
fore contribute to the ordering of the Hofmeister series
[characteristic (3) listed in Introduction]. In particular,
anions such as I� and SCN� appear to have excessive
“salting-in” effects.3,15 These have been attributed to a
chaotrope mechanism or to favorable interactions with
peptide groups.

The electrostatic theory for salt ions developed here is
based on a continuum solvent model. Molecular dynamics
simulations with explicit water are providing insights on
the details of the interactions of salt ions with water and
macromolecules.39–44 These insights may spur further
theoretical developments for the effects of salt ions.

In conclusion, the electrostatic theory presented here
may find applications in understanding the effects of salt
ions on a wide range of properties of proteins, including
aggregation, crystallization, and halophilicity.
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